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 Full House Rules 
for 

For those who think no party can be big enough!
Do you want to combine several expansions? The following rules 

will tell you how. Just don‘t blame us if the party gets a little crazy!

Stars are welcome anywhere
The Movie Stars expansion can be freely combined with either the 
Pickpocket or Sherlock game modes.

Deadly valuables
For an extra pickpocket challenge, combine with the Sherlock 
mode using the exchange cards from the Sherlock expansion. The 
valuables will be harder to find, so to compensate players can use 
1 of their exchange card questions to ask another player “Where are 
your valuables?“. After the other players close their eyes, the asked 
player must then point to either a player or to the middle (wherever 
the envelope with their valuables card is). Only the location is pointed 
out, not the specific guest/envelope.

A few more guests
To play with up to 3 extra guests: Fill all 17 envelopes with preference 
cards as normal.
In step 3 of setup: Put the normal amount of envelopes (specified 
in step 3 of setup) in the middle of the table. Divide the remaining 
envelopes evenly between the players. Put any left over envelopes 
(that do not divide evenly) in the middle as well. 

Even more guests
Play with up to 20 guests with the following additional changes:
• 2-4 players: After step 1 each round, each player gives 1 of 

their envelopes to each other player.
• 5-6 players: During any exchange in which you may choose 

whether to do 1 or 2 envelopes - you MUST always choose 2.

Too many guests
To play with 23 guests, use the same rules as with 20. Play 1 extra 
round by randomly adding 1 additional exchange card. This extra card 
should not be an auction.


